
A	PON	Analyzer	-	Understanding	communica8on	between	an	OLT	and	ONU(s)	
 

BACKGROUND		

While	 the	 number	 of	wired	 broadband	 subscrip8ons	 is	 es8mated	 to	 have	 reached	 1	 billion	 connec8ons	
worldwide	in	2018,	Telecom	players	are	con8nuing	to	deploy	op8cal	fiber	to	provide	broadband	services	to	
the	popula8ons. 

Within	 the	 infrastructure,	 Passive	 Op8cal	 Network	 (PON)	 technology	 is	 one	 of	 the	 most	 common	
technologies	 adopted	 worldwide.	 It	 requires	 an	 Op8cal	 Line	 Terminal	 (OLT)	 at	 the	 service	 provider’s	
premises	and	Op8cal	Network	Units	(ONU)	or	Op8cal	Network	Terminals	(ONT)	at	the	end	user’s	side.			 

A	 standards	 group	 named	 the	 ITU	 (Interna8onal	 Telecommunica8on	Union)	 developed	 a	Gigabit-capable	
Passive	Op8cal	Networks	(GPON)	standard	in	2004	to	be	used	on	a	PON	infrastructure.	It	is	also	called	G.984	
and	 it	allows	2.5	Gbits/s	of	downstream	bandwidth	and	1.2	Gbits/s	of	upstream	bandwidth.	 In	2011,	XG-
PON	standard	(G.987)	was	released	and	increased	the	downstream	bandwidth	to	10	Gbit/s	and	upstream	to	
2.5Gbits/s.	More	recently,	 in	2016,	an	new	standard,	named	XGS-PON	or	10G-PON,	describes	a	10	Gbits/s	
symmetrical	 passive	 op8cal	 network	 system	 for	 residen8al,	 business,	 mobile	 back-haul	 and	 other	
applica8ons.	Similar	to	the	other	standards,	the	system	operates	over	a	point	to	mul8-point	op8cal	access	
infrastructure.		

WHAT	IS	A	PON	ANALYZER	?		

A	 PON	 Analyzer	 is	 a	 Broadband	 test	 equipment	 system	 which	 highlights	 all	 communica8on	 exchanges	
between	an	OLT	and	ONU(s)	using	the	PON	technology.		

Thanks	to	an	op8cal	head	placed	on	a	PON	infrastructure,	a	PON	Analyzer	receives	part	of	the	light	going	
through	the	op8cal	fiber.	As	a	passive	element,	a	PON	Analyzer	does	not	interfere	with	the	communica8on	
on	any	part	the	two	equipments.	It	displays	the	configura8on	datagram	exchanges	which	ini8ate	the	service	
and	may	also	monitor	and	capture	the	user	traffic	data.		

While	some	access	to	the	exchanges	&	configura8on	may	be	be	communicated	between	the	OLTs	or	ONUs,	
a	PON	Analyzer	offers	a	neutral,	transparent,	non-intrusive	and	comprehensive	reading	on	what	is	
happening	on	a	PON	tree,	with	no	effect	on	susriber	data.		
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WHERE	DO	YOU	PLACE	YOUR	PON	ANALYZER	?	

A	 PON	 Analyzer	 can	 be	 plugged	 anywhere	 on	 a	 PON	 tree.	 It	 depends	 on	 the	 informa8on	 on	 wishes	 to	
capture.	 

On	a	mul8-ONU	topology,	if	you	place	your	op8cal	head	between	an	OLT	and	a	spliier,	you	will	then	be	able	
to	see	all	downstream	and	all	ONU(s)	upstream	messages	(ref.	figure	1).	 

Figure1	-	Placing	an	op'cal	head	between	an	OLT	and	a	spliBer

However,	 if	 you	 are	 interested	 in	 analyzing	 on	 the	message	 from	 one	 specific	 ONU,	 you	 can	 place	 your	
op8cal	head	between	a	spliier	and	the	chosen	ONU.	 In	that	par8cular	case,	you	will	see	all	downstream	
messages	but	only	the	specific	ONU’s	upstream	messages.	

Figure	2	-	Placing	an	op'cal	head	between	a	spliBer	and	an	ONU	x	
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WHAT	DO	YOU	SEE	WITH	A	PON	ANALYZER	?	

On	protocol	layers,	a	PON	analyzer	offers	mul8ple	informa8on	elements	such	as:	

- Full	 GTC	 (GPON	 Transmission	 Convergence)	 frames	 for	 G-PON	 and	 XGTC	 frames	 for	 XG/XGS-PON.	 It	
includes	PCBd	(Physical	Control	Block	downstream)	and	the	payload	;	

Figure	3	-	Full	GTC	frame	displayed		

- PLOAM/OMCI	messages	which	are	the	OLT/ONUs	dialogue	about	ONU	configura8on	;	

Figure	4	-	PLOAM/OMCI	messages	displayed	
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- GEM	 (GPON	Encapsula8on	Methods)	Ports	are	discovered	and	displayed	 in	 real	8me.	They	provide	an	
access	to	the	user	data	traffic.		

Figure	5	-	GEM	Ports	displayed	

- Bandwidth	Map	alloca8on	which	is	assign	to	the	ONU(s).		

Figure	6	-	Bandwidth	Map	messages	displayed	

On	the	user	data	trafic,	a	PON	analyzer	has	the	ability	to	detect	traffic	on	the	fiber	but	also	to	isolate	the	
traffic.			
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WHY SHOULD YOU USED A PON ANALYZER ?

PON	Analyzers	are	used	to:	

- Establish	 a	 precise	 diagnos2c	 of	 a	 PON	 Tree.	 Thanks	 to	 a	 PON	 Analyzer,	 you	 should	 see	 all	 devices	
connected	on	both	end	of	 the	op8cal	 fiber.	With	 a	high	 level	 of	 informa8on	 view,	 you	have	 access	 to	
details	such	as		ONU(s)	connected,	ac8vated	or	not,		device	details	(S/N,	Vendor	ID,	ONU	ID,	…).	It	allows	
you	to	understand	and	confirm	the	setup	environment	which	you	are	working	with.		

- Monitor	a	PON	Tree.	A	PON	Analyzer	provides	real	8me	analysis	and	allows	you	to	monitor	con8nuously	
your	PON	tree.	It	displays	all	of	the	events	occurring	on	your	network	set	up.	It	gives	an	mul8ple	levels	of	
details	which	help	you	to	beier	understand	what’s	happening.		

- Validate	a	device.	A	PON	Analyzer	allows	you	to	understand,	verify	and	troubelshoot	the	communica8on	
between	an	OLT	and	a	ONU.	Then,	in	your	lab	or	on	the	field,	by	opera8ng	your	PON	Analyzer,	you	see	
protocol	 exchanges	 with	 downstream	 and	 upstream	messages.	 You	 can	 then	 detect	 precisely	 if	 your	
equipment	is	communica8ng	within	the	standard.	If	not,	a	PON	Analyzer	should	allow	you	to	point	out	
the	 issue	 (Rogue	ONU,	 Faulty	 SFP	 or	 devices,	 Non-compliant	 standard	 behavior,	 performance	 vs.	 SLA,	
susciter	 bandwidth	 issues,	 network	 resource	 and	 scalability	 management,	 corréla8on	 between	 many	
PON	specs	and	sucriber	L2	-	L7,	etc…).			

- Access	Traffic	user	data.	A	PON	Analyzer	provides	a	mul8-layer	analysis	with	a	clear	view	of	the	protocols	
layers	 and	 also	 the	 traffic	 informa8on	 such	 as	 instant	 downstream	 and	 upstream	 data	 rate,	 VLANs	
counters,	but	also	the	upper	services	layer	analysis.		

- Highlight	Interoperability	issues.	In	a	mul8ple	vendors	topology,	Service	Providers	oqen	experience	mis-
communica8on	 between	 an	 OLT	 and	 ONU(s).	 	 	 Most	 of	 the	 8me,	 problems	 and	 issues	 start	 at	 the	
protocol	 layers.	 Equipment	manufacturers	might	have	 a	different	 interpreta8ons	of	 the	 standard.	As	 a	
result,	ONU(s)	configura8on	oqen	does	not	work	at	a	first	8me	and	some	step	by	step	debugging	may	be	
necessary.	Thanks	 to	a	PON	Analyzer,	mis-communica8on	events	are	flagged	 immediately.	 	You	will	be	
able	to	isolate	a	problem	and	begin	a	discussion	with	the	appropriate	contact.	

CONCLUSION		

A	 PON	 Analyzer	 offers	 numerous	 benefits	 for	 Service	 Providers,	 Equipment	 and	 Chipset	 manufacturers	
looking	to	highlight	and	understand	what	is	happening	on	a	PON	tree.	 

For	 Service	 Providers,	 a	 PON	 Analyzer	 brings	 in	 a	 neutral	 &	 objec8ve	 point	 of	 view.	 It	 will	 help	 Service	
Providers	make	their	own	opinion	and	advance	discussions	with	Equipment	Manufacturers.	 

For	Equipment	manufacturers,	a	PON	Analyzer	helps	to	present	and	understand	the	behavior	of	their	own	
product	 facing	 different	 OLT/ONU	 brands.	 It	 is	 also	 a	 way	 to	 ensure	 that	 their	 product	 follows	 the	 PON	
standards.	 

Performing	real	8me	analysis	on	a	long	8me	period	also	allows	one	to	fully	understand	the	different	events	
which	 occur	 in	 your	 set	 up.	 In	 a	 lab	 environment,	 users	 can	 easily	 detect	 rogue	 behavior,	 configura8on	
issues,	 faulty	ONU(s)	 or	 SFP(s)	 and	 validate	 the	 equipment	 before	 entering	 into	 a	 real	 deployment.	 In	 a	
deployed	FTTH	network,	 a	PON	analyzer	will	 help	 to	detect	 and	understand	 the	events.	 It	will	 ensure	all	
issues	are	resolved	much	faster. 

MT2	 -	 leads	 the	 industry	 in	 FTTH	 GPON	 and	 10G	 PON	 network	 test,	 troubleshoo8ng,	 monitoring	 deep	
analysis	products,	and	'single-click'	automated	test	suite	solu8ons.	MT2's	analyzers	and	OLT	emulators	have	
the	unique	powerful	features	to	allow	the	user	to	simply	'soqware-select'	,	and	switch	between	GPON,	XG-
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PON,	 XGS-PON	 or	 NG-PON2,	 all	 within	 the	 same	 single	 system,	 for	 full	 valida8on	 coverage	 of	 your	 fiber	
network.	We	ensure	 the	complicated	protocols	and	subscriber	 internet	access	 traffic	complies	with	every	
spec,	automa8cally.	Powerful	and	intui8ve	user	interface,	cost	effec8veness,	high	precision,	and	innova8ve	
design.	 	MT2	leads	the	industry	as	a	test	equipment	vendor,	with	Broadband	Forum	(BBF)	FTTH	automated	 
test	suites	for	func8onality	and	performance,	covering	BBF.247	and	TR-255,	cri8cal	to	ensure	system	quality	 
for	the	complete	valida8on	of	your	fiber	network.	Find	out	more:	www.network-testers.com
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